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ABS’J’RACT
lrSb3 is a compcmnct oflhc sluli~cracti[c fmnily of materials 11,2] now being
invcsiigatcd at ihc JCI Propulsion I.abora[ory (J]’],). A combination of
cxpcrimcnlal and thcotdical approacl!cs has been recently applied at J1’L to
cvalaak thcpotcatial of several thct-moclcc[ric ma(crials sach as n-type and i)Iypc Si8(,Gc~,, alloys, n-tyj)c and p-lypc Bi21’cl-based alloys and p-typcRazGcs
compound 13-7J. T’hc usc of a comprchcnsitc model for (I)c thermal and
clcclrical transport propctlicsof a given material over ils fall tcltl~)craitlrc ratlgc
of uscfalncss is a powcrfal tool for guiding, cxpcrimcn(al opiimiz.a(ion of the
composition, tcntpcralarc and dopinp, lc\’cl as WCII as for prcdic(inp, Ihc
n)axinum 7X valac likely to bc achicl’cd, Hxprcssions for all the lranspotl
proJ)ctiics ofil)cr~~)oclcclric scll)icol)d[lclors \\crcclcrivccl frol~~{l)cllolt~i~~allt~’s
transpor[ equation, ltsil~gtl~crclaxatioll tin~c approximation. This widely used
mcihod has been employed will) Fermi s(alislics 10 calculalc carrier mobility,
clccirical conductivity, carrier conccntralion, }Iall cocfficicn(, Sccbcck
cocfficicnt, clcclronic and bipolar conlribalion 10 IIIC lhcrmal condaclivity as
\vcllas olltcrtrallsj)or[ cocfficict~ls il~~)-ly~)c IrSb3, ~“hc cffcclofmiaorily carrier
coactnciion waslakcn into accoant and (I)c IWO mos[ conmon carrier sca((cring
lllccl)altisl}~sllstlally ncccssaty lodcscribc lhclranspotl propctlics in lhcschcavy
doping conditions \vcrc sclcctcd - acouslic phonoa scattering and imizccl
imparity scallcring. Dctcrminalion of llIC la((icc thermal condaciivity of lrSb3
~vas condac(cd by consictcring pltonoa-pbonott, carrier-phonon and poinl dcfccl
scat[cring mechanisms. Calculations for the introduction of resonant scat[cring
impurities and uhrafinc inctl sca~lcring ccn(crs have also been performed 10
cvalaatc possible additional it]]~~rovcll]ct~ tsil~~,-l’.

I’he 1rSb3 compound has been r e c e n t l y i n v e s t i g a t e d f o r its
interesting thermoelectric properties [ 1,2]. The JPl. study is parl of
an m-going search for flew materials with the potential for high ZT
values and substantial improvements in performance over current
state of the arl materials. This material belongs to a series of

compounds with the skuttcrudite structure with a rather complex unit
ccl] of 32 atoms. Several of these CX3mpounck possess high p-t ypc
m o b i l i t y v a l u e s and it was of inlcrest to ctcvclop a transporl
propulies model for these materials.
} ]igh ZT values wwc rcportccl by J1’1, on samples heat-treatc(l in
dynamic vacuum. Additional material analysis revealed that tile
surface of these samples partially decomposed into a high Sccbeck
cocfficicnt, high electrical mistivity lrSb2 layer. TIN nmasurcmnt
techniques used were not dccmcd suitable for this type of composite
samples and moreover, experimental results were very difficult to
explain by any theoretical analysis [ 1]. As a consequence, the only
experimental data considered for these calculations were results
obtained on p-lypc lrSb3 single phase polycrystalline samples which
were not heat-treated at elevated temperatures in a dynamic vacuum.
‘l’he use of a comprchcnsivc model for the thermal and electrical
transport propcrt ics of a given mat trial over its fhl 1 Wmpcrat u re
range of usefulness is a powerflll tool for guiding experimental
opt imizjat ion of the composition, t empcrat urc and doping level as
well as for predicting the maximum Xl’ value likely to be achicvcd.
‘Ilis approach has already been used at J}’], to evaluate the potential
of several thermoelectric materials such as n-type and p-type
Si80Gc20 alloys, n-type and p-type lli21’e3-based alloys and p-type
Ru2Ge3 compound [3-7]. JIuilding on results achieved for Si-(;e
alloys and Pb3’c-based materials, the cft’’cct of two particular
“engineered” scattering mechanisms on the maximum figure of
merit has been studied.

TI{ANS1’OR’I’ 1’1<01’1;1{’1’1 Ml MO1)lC1.
]Wxtrical l’ropcrtim
Expressions of all the transport propcrt ies of thermoelectric
scmiccmctuctors were derived f r o m t h e Boltmann’s tramport
equation, using the relaxation time approximation, as described in
[s]. I’his widely used method has been employed with generalized
l;crnli statistics to calculate carrier mobility, electrical conductivity,
carrier concentration, 1 lall coefficient, Sccbeck coefficient,
electronic and bipolar contribution to the thermal conductivity as
WCII as other transport ccmfficicnts, The effect of minority carrier
conduction (electrons in p-type lrSbJ was taken into account by the
model: up to two conduction bands and two valcncc bands were
considered. The two most common carrier scat tcring mechanisms
usually necessary to describe the transporl propcriics in the.w heavy
doping conditions were selected: acoustic phonon scattering and
ionized impurity scattering of the charge carriers. “l’he total charge
-1
carrier scattering scattering rate for a given band (T , ) ) can tm
expressed as:
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where #aC is the relaxation time due to acoustic phoncms and ~i’i{,ll is
the relaxation time duc to ionized impurities. lixprcssions for these
relaxation times and equations for the calculation of the various
elect rical transporl parameters were given earlier [5].

1 ,attic.e I“hcrmal Conductivity
Calculation of the lattice thermal conductivity was carried out by
using the IIoltzmann’s equation for phonons considering three
phonon scat lcring mechanisms: normal and lJn~klapp phononphonon scattering, point (icfccl scattering an(i carrier-phonon
scattering. The expression for the total phonon scattering rate (TC )-]
can be expressed as:
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where T(, is the rclaxat ion t imc ciuc to t hrcc-phonon Umk Iapp
processes, ~ is the ratio of the lJnlklapp to normal phonon-phonon
rciaxation, TP~ is {hc relaxation time duc to point defect scattering
and Te is the relaxation time due to carrier-phonon scattering.
lixpressions for these relaxation times and equations for the
calculation of the lattice thermal con(iuctivit y were given earlier [5].

l~it to cxpwimmtal data
‘1’he expcritncnta] data sets to bc fitlcd consistcci of a number n of
data points providing temperature T, composition, electrical
conductivity o, IIall mobility p]], Sccbcck cocfticicnt S, thermal
c o n d u c t i v i t y L and dimensionless figure of merit Z’J’ [7].
Determination of the adjustab]c parameters was achievcci by
minimizing the statistical X2 function in (3), using a gcncralizcci nonlinear square fit tcchniquc:
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where the ciiffcrcnt weighting factors W i arc equal to 1 or O
cicpcnciing on whetllcr the corresponding experimental data is or is
not known, I’he total number of degrees of frecciom N1)I, inciicatcs to
what extent the fit is ovcrdetermincci; and is calculated as the total
number of experimental properties provicicd plus 1, reciuccd by the
total number of adjustable parameters:

The electrical resislivity, Seebcck cmfficicmt, 1 lall mobility, thermal
diffusivity and heat capacity of several good quality samples was
measured in the 25-600”C temperature range. I’hcse samples had a
large grain microstructure (> 30 pm) and were close to the
theoretical density (about 90-95%) [1].
A single l e a s t - s q u a r e fit sin~ultancous]y applied to all of the
selcctcd p-type lrSb3 experimental data (66 data points from 6
samples) resulted in a root-mean-square deviation between the
calculated and observed values of about =1 2°/0. ~’his good agreement
was obtained by considering a onc valence band, one conduction
band structure and only six adjustable J>aranmtcr~, whic}j are
reported in Table 1. Hxccpt for the effective masses m ~, and m ,,, al I
other parameters were fixed equal in value.
~’able 1: Adjustable transport parameters dctcrmincd from fitting ptype lrSb3 experimental data.
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E -------------:: . . . ..-”--. ...-!3’hc low value obtained for the hole cffcctivc mass nI*P is consistent
with the very large mobilitics and moderate Secbcck wcfficitmts of
p-type lrSb3. 11~ corresponds to the deformation potential and y is the
gruncisein constant. The value of the dielectric constant E is very
close to literat m values dctwmincd from far infrared spectroscopy
experiments (see reference [2]). The electron effective. mass of 2 n10
is only an approximate value as the model was quite insensitive to
the variations of m*,,. It only confirms the experimental findings [1]
that the electrons have much lower mobilitics than holes in lrSb3.
Using this set of parameters, all thcrmoclcctric properties of p-type
1rSb3 were recalculated as a function of carrier concentration (by
varying the chemical potential) and temperature. The extrapolated
values for the Hall mobility, the power factor, the thermal
conductivity and the dimensionless figure of merit arc plotted in
figures 1 to 4 respectively.
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Figure 1: Calculated }Iall mobility values as a function of carrier
concentration at different temperatures for p-type lrSb3.

The temperature depcndcncc of the Hall mobility is close to 1’-]’]
which i&ticatcs that the scaticring of carriers by acoustic phonons is
predominant, It is interesting to note that in the model calculations
there is little or no minority carrier effects even at the lowest carrier
concentration levels, due to the heavy electron effective mass.
Iixperimental data has consistently shown an important decrease in
mobility for carrier concentrations lower than 6 to 7x1018 CnI-3 [1].
Attempts to understand and reconcile these ctiffcrences have not
been successft]] and more experimental analysis is required.
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l;igure 2: Calculated power factor values as a function of can-icr
concentrate ion at different t empcrat ures for p-t ypc lrSb3,
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Figure 3: Calculated total thermal conductivity values as a function
of carrier concentrate ion at different ten) pcrat ures for p-type 1 rSb3.
I’hc calculated lattice contribution is also displayed for a few
temperatures.
A slow increase in both maximum power factor and optimum
doping level can be observed in }iigure 2. The lattice contribution to
the thermal conductivity has been plotted in F’igure 3 for a fcw
temperatures. It is clear that it is the dominant term in p-type lrSb3,
9
cent ribut ing about 90°/0 for a carrier concentration of 10] CnI-3.
Also, the very small decrease of the latlice thermal conductivity with
increasing carrier concentration indicates that the hole-phonon
scattering mechanism is very weak and phonon-phonon processes
dominate.
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IJigure 4: Calculated Z“]’ values as a function of carrier concentration
at different tcmpcrat ures for p-type IrSb3.

Finally, the variations of Z“]’ with carrier concentration and
temperature reproduced in };igure 4 show that the LxX values arc
obtained at high temperatures, with a maximum value of 0.4 at
900K. q’hese findings arc very C1 OSC to the experimental results [1]
obtained cm p-t ypc 1 rSb3 samples which were not heat-t rest cd. This
increase in Z’]’ is consistent with the large band gap value of 1.18 eV
and high pcritcctic decomposition tcmpct-ature of 114 10C. 1 lowmx-,
expcritncntall y, higher temperatures (above 10S0 K) have result cd in
partial decomposition of lrSb3 samples and use of this material
above 10OOK would be difficult.

ADDITION 01~ 1’1 IONON SCAT’J’ICRING CltNTJCRS
Additions of randomly distributed ultrafine particulatcs into an
otherwise undisturbed single crystalline thermoelectric material have
been suggested as a possible mechanism to scatter intcrmdiatc
~,avclellgth phonons and decrcasc the lattice thermal conductivity.
Calculations performed for Si-Gc alloys [3-5] determined that 10 to
40% improvement in the figure of merit Z might be obtained.
1 lxpcrimental work conducted cm hot-pressed p-type Si-Gc alloys
with additions of BN particu]ates 50~ in diameter successfully
demonstrated the enhanced phonon scattering rate [9]. A similar
approach was applied to the calculation of the changes in lattice
thermal conductivity of llizTc3-based alloys by introducing inert
scat tering centers and determined that a maximum improvement of
This theoretical
20% could be obtained at low temperatures [7].
framework is now applied to p-type lrSb3 to assess the impact of
adding inert scattering centers such as voids on the thermal and
electrical transport properties in a 200-900 K temperature range.

IJatticc ‘J’hcrma] Conductivity
Calculation of the lattice thermal conductivity was carried out by
adding scattering by ultrafinc electrically and thermally insulating
inclusions to the three other scattering mechanisms already
considered by the model. The new total phonon scattering rate is
determined from (3):
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where Z,C is the relaxation time duc to ultrafine scattering centers.
Assuming a SphfXiCi3] inclusion , the expression for the phonon
relaxation time is [8]:
-. 1 = NAv
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(4)

where N corresponds to number of inclusions per unit volume and A
is the cross-sectional area of the inclusions. Rewriting (4) in terms
of c, the volume fraction of inclusions, and d, their diameter:
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‘1’his expression indicales that the smaller the diameter and the larger
the volume fraction of inclusions, Ihc higher the scattering rate and
thus the lower the lattice thermal conductivity.

Electrical transport properties
Corrections to the bulk transpor[ properties cm be estimated, by
considering theoretical work done on the transport properties of
Expressing the effective electrical
heterogeneous materials.
conductivity o as a Fourier series about the volume-averaged value
and considering an isotropic medium in which the variations in
electrical wnductivit y have no preferred direction [10, 11], one
obtains the following expression
]

<A(J2>
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]
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o

where CJ[) is the volume-averaged value and <ACJ2> corresponds to an
integrated average of the variations in conductivity. Considering a
composite material consisting of a continuous matrix of lrSb3 of
electrical conductivity CJl,Si) and of ultrafinc scattering inclusions of
electrical conductivity n,,, (6) can be rewritten as:
(7)
l;rom (7), it is clear that the larger the volume fraction of the
inclusions, the larger the decrcasc in electrical conductivity. Using a
sin) ilar approach considering perfect thermal insulators, an
analogous relationship is obtained for the thermal conductivity:
k’ )bI,,.,e (1 - 43C )

(8)

2’o estimate the correction to the Sccbcck coefficient, exact
calculations [12] relating to the thermoelectric transporl properties
of composite materials were used. Assuming once again perfect
electrically and thermally insulating inclusions, it can be shown that:

s = Sl,i.,.e

(9)

So, in the case of perfect electrical and thermal insulators such as
voids, corrections to the electrical and thermal conductivity cancel
each other in the expression of Z“l’. An identical end result is
obtained in the case of perfectly electrically and thermally
conducting inclusions, by calculating the’ perturbations on the
electrical and thermal resistivity this time [11].
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Figure 5: Calculated lattice thermal conductivity values as a function
of the volume fraction of inert scattering inclusions for p-type lrSb3.
The inclusions w-c 40~ in diameter and the carrier concentration was
selected at the optimum doping ICVCI.
I’o illustrate the model results, the lattice thermal conductivity and
dimensionless figure of merit values calculated as a flmction of the
volume fraction of inert scattering inclusions for p-type lrSb3 have
been plot{ed in Figure 5 and 6 respectively. In both cases, the
inclusions arc 40~ in diameter and the carrier concentration was
selected at the optimum doping level (giving maximum ZT). F’igure
5 shows that the lattice thermal conductivity could be substantially
reduced at low temperatures, by up to 50°/0. 1 lowevcr, this decrease
becomes much less significant at high temperatures where the lattice
thermal conductivity is already reasonably low. ‘1’his behavior
results in improvement in maximum Z,’l’ (Figure 6 shows relative
increases). I/or the highest volume fractions of inclusions, X3’,,,,X
actually decreases at high temperatures as the degradation in
electrical properties overwhelms the reduction in thermal
conductivity.
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Figure 6: Calculated relative improvement in maximum XT
(optimum doping level) with increasing volume fraction of inert
scattering inclusions for p-type 1rSb3. q’he inclusions are 40~ in
diameter and the degradation in electrical properties was taken into
account.

RKSONANT SCATTERING 01~ CARRI KIM
l{esonant scattering of the charge carriers has been considered
extensively for IV-VI semiconductors such as J’bTe and PbSe [13].
Theoretical analysis of the variations of the carrier mobility and
Seebeck coefficient of these materials when dclped with impurities
such as ]n and 1’1 have shown that the anomalous increase in power
factor at high doping levels could be interpreted by introducing an
additional scattering mechanism for the charge carriers called
resonant scattering [13, 14]. ‘1’his overall improvement in electrical
properties is due to the reduction in the contribution of “cold”
charge carriers to the Seebeck cocfllcient. For a heavily degenerated
semiconductor (~ > O), these “cold” carriers of lower energy than the
chemical potential (x < Q have a negative contribution to the
Seebeck coefficient while “hot” carriers of higher energy than the
chemical potential (x > ~) have a positive contribution to the
Seebeck coefficient. By selectively scattering the cold charge
carriers The substantial enhancement in the Seebeck coefllcient will
more than offset the corresponding decrease in electrical
conductivity and result in an improved Zrl’ (the total thermal
conductivity will also decrease duc to the reduction in electronic
thermal conductivity). ‘l’he development of this type of scattering
mechanism for achieving high ZT values has been advocated for
Bizq’e3-based alloys and for Bi-Sb alloys [15]. Because lrSb3
samples were found to bc also heavily degenerated, it was found of
interest to analytically explore such possibilities using published
expressions for the resonant scattering rate. lf we consider the
existence of a band of resonant impurities centered in energy at <,.,

and of width I’ (expressed in krl’ units) then the resonant scattering
relaxation time can bc writ(en as [1 5]:
—.1 =

_-].
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1
represents the maximum strength of the resonant
where ‘c ;C,
scattering rate relative to the rate obtained for acoustic phonon
scattering of the charge carriers.
Using the set of transport parameters obtained after successful y
fitting the experimental data, the electrical properties (Jlall mobility,
electrical conductivity and Secbcck coefficient) were recalculated as
a function of carrier concentration and temperature using various
1
sets of values for ~),,,, 1‘ and - ‘l’he large number of variables (a
T ;:c,
total of five) made difficult the determination of the optimum values
for the three resonant scattering parameters, g’bus, it was decided to
fix the temperature and two of the parameters and vary carrier
concentration and the last parameter. A number of 3 dimensional
plots showing the changes of the electrical properties with these two
variables were constructed. liigurcs 7 to 9 illustrate this process and
help understand the trends in the variations ofthc JIall mobility, the
Seebeck coefficient and the power factor.
On Figure 7, the line labeled “N” shows the decrease of the Ilall
mobility with increasing carrier concentration at 500°C in the
absence of any resonant impurity band. The other lines of the 3
dimensional surface plot the variations of the mobility with carrier
concentration when a resonant impurity band of O. Sk”l’ in width and
with a maximum scattering rate 5 times stronger than the acoustic
phonon scat(cring rate moves from OkT (top of the valence band in
p-type lrSb3) {o 10 kl’ (inside the valence band). It can be seen that
there is a substantial drop in mobility associated with the chemical
potential (and thus the carrier concentration) being near or at the
center of the resonant band. As the resonant band moves deeper into
the valence band, the perturbation is displaced to higher carrier
concentrations. It is interesting to note that the relative decrease in
mobility is smallest at high carrier concentrations and deep resonant
bands.

I;igurc 7: Calculated 1 lall mobility values at SOO°C as a function of
carrier concentration ancl for different energy locations of the center
of the resonant impurity band.
On Figure 8, the line labeled “O” shows the decrease of the
Sccbeck coefficient with increasing carrier concentration at 500C)C in
the absence of any resonant impurity band (zero strength). The
other lines of the 3 dimensional surface plot the variations of the
Scebcck coefficient with carrier concentration when a resonant
impurity band of 0.5kT in width and located at 10 k’]’ inside the
valence band of p-type lrSb3 has a maximum scattering rate 1 time
to so times stronger than the acoustic phonon scattering rate. It can
be seen that there is an abrupt variation in Scebeck coefficient
associated with the chemical potential being near or at ‘the center of
the resonant band. For values of the chemical potential lower than
I& the positive hot carrier contribution is quenched and the Secbeck
values become very smal 1 or even ncg.ative. Use of this effect was
suggested to obtain p-type Di-Sb thermoelectric alloys [15]. On the
other hand, for values of the chemical potential higher than <,C, the
negative cold carrier cmtribution is quenched and the Secbcck
values become up to 5 times larger than in the absence of resonant
impurities.
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Figure 8: Calculated Seebeck coefficient values al 500°C as a
flmction of carrier concentration and for different slrengths of the
resonant scattering (relative to the acoustic phonon scattering rate)

Figure 9: Calculated power factor values at 500”C as a function of
carrier concentration and for different bandwidths of the resonant
impurity band.
On Figure 9, the line labeled “O” shows the decrease of the power
factor with increasing carrier concentration at 500”C in the absence
of any resonant impurity band (zero width). The other lines of the 3
dimensional surface plot the variations of the power factor with
carrier concentration when a resonant impurity band located at 10
kl’ inside the valence band of p-type lrSb3 and with a maximum
scattering rate 15 times stronger than the acoustic phonon scattering
rate has a bandwidth which varies from 0.1 up to 4kr1’. An optimal
combination of the three parameters of the resonant impurity band in
p-type lrSb3 is obtained for a bandwidth of 0.3kT and a carrier
concentrate ion of about 1020 cn~-3. ‘l’his corresponds to a nlaximum
fivefold increase in power factor over p-type IrSb3 without resonant
impurities and at the same doping level. I lowcver, this is only 50°/0

h i g h e r t h a n t h e valLJc obtainccl al the o p t i m u m doping level.
Furthermore, in the case of p-type lrSb3, the very high carrier
concentrations required for an efficient resonant scattering bring a
hig}~thcrt~lal mllductivity vall]e, al~o~]t 9.2 W.lll"]K-] at SOOK. This
value is substantially higher than the 6.4 W.n~-]K-] obtained at the
optimum doping level in the absence of resonant impurities. This
means that the gain in power factor is offset by the corresponding
increase in thermal conductivity, resulting in little or no
improvement in ZT. Calculations performed at various temperatures
qualitatively showed no difference with these findings.

CONC1.lJSION
A good agreement bctwccn experimental and calculated data (d 20A)
was achieved by considering a one valence band, oJ~c conduction
band model for p-type lrSb3. Resuhs show that a maximum XT
value of 0.4 can be obtained at 900K. Additional calculations were
performed to investigate the possibility of improving ZT by adding
inert scattering centers and reduce the lattice thermal conductivity or
by adding resonant scattering centers and enhance the Sccbeck
%th approaches show that at best marginal
coefficient.
improvements wi I I be achicvccl. Other mechanisms need to be
considered in order to obtain high X’1’ values. Several skuttcrudite
compounds stJch as IrSb3 have exceptionally high p-type mobilitics
but rather high thermal conductivity and moderate Sccbcck
coefficient. The study of more complex compositions with the
skutterudilc structure and based on lrSb3 offer interesting
‘possibilities and are currently being studied at JPI..

The work described in this paper was carried out by the Jet
Propulsion 1.aboratory/ California institute of Technology, under a
contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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